Abstract
Introduction
Depth of Field, in the camera or eye vision system, means objects at a range of focus plane are clear. While beyond this area, the imaging is blurry. There are a lot of researches on the DOF simulation. Many of them concentrated on the implement technology, but few on the blur improvement based on the principle. And now, most studies on DOF concentrate on Virtual Reality Systems while seldom in Augmented Reality. In AR human computer interaction(HCI) system, the rendering of virtual objects affects the fusion of real and virtual world a lot [1] [2] .In the application of AR system, the real scene is captured directly by the camera or human eyes, which has DOF effect naturally. So if we don't process the virtual scene properly, it will be quite unnatural. User will feel visual fatigue. Therefore, the overall mixture of virtual reality and actual reality effect of the AR system will be influenced.
The DOF simulation rendering algorithm has been studies a lot in the past. There are many kinds of methods to achieve the effect. The multipass approach [3] and preblurring approach [4] are the most common methods. And also there are some ways that concentrate on the hardware directly, like Sheng Liu et al.'work in [5] .
Zhou Qiang [6] proposed a method to generate blur texture by mean filter, then use the depth information as the interpolation factor to combine the clear texture and blur texture to simulate the DOF effect. But this method will lead to intensity leakage and deterioration of the image quality. For the intensity leakage problem, Bertalm´ıo et al. [7] proposed anisotropic diffusion method with the depth information to blur the image. This method improved visual effect, solved the intensity leakage problem to some extent, however, it didn't improve the image quality according to the detailed comparison relationship. Then, according to other methods, Sungkil Lee et al. [8] proposed mipmap method with anisotropy to solve the intensity leakage problem. Since it used the non-linear mipmap interpolation, so it is complex to realize. In the other application, Hillaire [9] studied the first person DOF in virtual environment, proposed to build up a new model to filter the DOF effect and peripheral blur, aimed to improve the sense of reality in first person virtual environment. But this method didn't solve the key problems of DOF primarily. Paper [10] [11] studied intensity leakage and blur discontinuity problems. But both of them didn't study the AR DOF problem much.
We proposed an algorithm based on depth and circular sampling and multi-level Gaussian blur to solve the intensity leakage problem and improve the DOF effect to some extent. Meanwhile, this algorithm is implemented in the AR system, which makes the virtual and real objects seamless. In Fig.1 , a is the diameter of thin lens aperture, S is a point on focusing plane, S' is the imaging point on the imaging plane. S 1 is a point not on the focusing plane, S 1 ' is its imaging point. u and v are the point S's object distance and image distance on the focusing plane respectively. u 1 and v 1 are the object distance and image distance on the focusing plane to focusing point S1 respectively. Circle of Confusion(CoC) is the blur circle diameter of S 1 ' image through thin lens on the imaging plane.
Convex lens imaging formula:
Here, f is the thin lens focal length. According to the triangle similarity theory, the two triangles which have been formed by imaging plane and thin lens, we have:
So from (1) and (2), we can calculate the relation between blur circle diameter and object point is:
So S1's blur circle diameter Cr is proportional to
, is proportional to the absolute value of the difference of this point's object distance and focal object distance. When the point is closer to the focal plane, the diameter is smaller and this point is clearer, vice versa. Then,
Normally, we call the minimum diameter that human eyes can't recognize as CoC diameter. When the diameter is smaller than the permit one, it means this point is within the focal area, it is clear. So points within the corresponding minimum object distance Umin, and maximum Umax area are clear. Smaller then Umin, larger than Umax points are blurry. The larger the distance is, the more blurry it is. In case of camera, this area [Umin,Umax] is called DOF. DOF rendering is to simulate the DOF using image processing and computer visual technology. As shown is Fig.2 , our method does some processing steps before the interpolation of clear texture and blur texture to solve the intensive leakage problem. We also improve the image quality from the DOF theory to make it more suitable to human visual habits.
The process of rendering DOF effect is as follows: 1) According to the information from tracking and register, it overlays the virtual objects on the original image, which is filled into the buffer. At the same time, we get the depth texture and original virtual texture.
2) It divides all the pixels into three levels by their depth.
3) Do circle sampling to every pixel, assign the weights to the pixels around. 4) Sample from obtained valid pixels by comparing central pixel with ambient pixels,. 5) Interpolate between the blurred texture and original texture by depth. 6) Fuse the virtual and real scene to an AR scene.
The new algorithm firstly compares the depth sampling, eliminating the background and foreground points within the sampling area to solve the intensify leakage problem. Based on the DOF blur circle forming principle, using circular sampling, generate the simulated blur texture for every pixel according to blur circle multi-level Gaussian Blur algorithm. So it can improve the image quality of blur texture at root. At last, interpolate the clear texture and blur texture according to the pixels' depth to get the DOF simulated texture and apply the algorithm into AR system. It can realize better virtual-reality fusion.
Improved DOF algorithm based on Gaussian Blur
In the past research of DOF algorithms, it has used the heat equation with anisotropy diffusion to describe the Gaussian blur. The heat equation is:
( , , ) ( , , ) ( ( , , ) I x y t I x y t I x y t t
, the solution of the differential equation is equivalent to I multiply by Gaussian convolution. Bertalm´ıo [4] proposed that extend the anisotropy diffusion in the heat equation. The equation is changed to:
( , , ) ( , , ) ( ( , , ) ( , , )) I x y t I x y t g x y t I x y t t
g is a value between 0 and 1, indicate the depth of I. g has relationship with pixel depth,
. So the key problem is how to choose the suitable g(x,y).
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Depth Comparison Sampling
In past DOF rendering algorithms, intensity leakage has always been an important problem. The solution of this problem will improve the DOF rendering quality a lot. Intensive leakage, simply speaking, is the front ground's pixels flowing to the background. It will make human eyes can not tell the relation of front and back ground. To overcome the problem, one of main ways is to distinguish the front and back ground through effective ways. Then process the front and back independently, and relieve the coupling relation between front and back ground. This paper uses depth comparison sampling, combining Gaussian Blur method. We compare the pixel depths in Gaussian Blur area and central pixel point to determine whether make it as the reference pixel of Gaussian Blur. Doing this to separate the front and back ground points interference during Gaussian Blur. It can settle the intensity leakage problem to some extent. Take the 3*3 pixels Gaussian processing as example:
Figure 3. Classical Gaussian Discrete Factor Distribution and Front-back Ground Map
As shown in Fig.3, a) is the blur factor distribution of every adjacent pixels in classical Gaussian Blur method, 
Where , k i j h is the depth sampling factor. If it is 0, it means this point is not in the focus plane. Here (i,j) represents the central point's coordinate, k is the number in Gaussian area, d is this pixel's depth, max d  is the maximum depth distance between the point and focus plane. By computing the depth sampling factor, we can fully consider the relations between front and back ground pixels' relations during Gaussian Blur. We only do Gaussian Blur to the 3D space related area's points. So this method is effective to solve intensity leakage problem. Depth of Field Rendering based on the Improved Gaussian Blurring in Augmented Reality System Sheng Xu, Yimin Chen, Deyi Ma, Chen Huang, Renmiao Lu
As shown in Fig.4 , the left image is the result of general Gaussian Blur, the right one is our method using depth comparison sampling texture. Because the yellow color and red color are relatively closer around the spout of the red teapot, in the general way, the red cannot fuse to yellow one, yellow can also not fuse into red. Our modified method worked out much better.
Circular Gaussian Sampling
Sungkil Lee et al. [6] proposed circular sampling way, but it is relatively simple. Only modified weights of pixels in the four corners from 1 to 1 / 2 , this method can only roughly modify the weights within a specific area.
In order to take fully consideration of every pixel's effect to the central point in Gaussian core, this paper proposed a more elaborate way.
Based on the generation of blur, outoffocus object's points generate a blur circle on the imaging plane. The effect from the point to around diffuses in the form of circle. In the same way, only the points in the circle can affect the central point pixel. Based on the rules, when in the process of Gaussian blurring, it's best to sample in the circle, not in the square traditionally. So according to the 3*3 Gaussian blurring,
Figure 5. Gaussian Factor Changes in the Circular Sampling
In the formula (7), l1, l2 are fixed value.
is divided to three sections, Li,j=0,1,2 represent 3*3, 5*5, 7*7 Gaussian kernel, where the closer the point to the focus plane, the smaller the CoC, the smaller Gaussian kernel we take, the smaller the blurring degree. The proposed method grades all of the pixels, and blur with different Gaussian kernels. The method, which is closer to the imaging principle, can improve the consistency of blurring. According to the proposed three method on the improvement of Gaussian blur, the formula (5) 
. First, L x,y determines the level in Gaussian kernel of the pixel. Second, h x,y determines which pixels will affect the centre pixel. Last, g x,y computes the factor of every sampled pixels. Above all, blur all of pixels with improved Gaussian blur.
Results
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Figure 6. Comparison of Blur Effect between General Gaussian Blur and Proposed Method
As shown in the Fig.6, (a) is the depth map, (b) is the general Gaussian blur with 3*3 kernel, (c) is Sungkil Lee's method. (d) is the effect implemented with the proposed method of improved circular sampling and multi-level Gaussian blur. After improved, the blur effect is more detailed, and the gradient effect is stronger because of using multi-level Gaussian blur. For that, the quality of DOF effect is closer to the real.
We measure the rendering performance of the four methods. It is performed on an Intel core2 E7400 with NVIDIA GeForce 9600GT at 800*600 display resolution. We compare the render time and FPS as shown in Table. 1. Because the image is handled pixel by pixel in our method, it has higher parallelism in the process of image rendering in order to use GPU technology better. As shown in Table. 1, our method gains the better result with less render time and higher FPS.
DOF Simulation in AR
In order to verify the advantage of the proposed method, we implemented the Augmented Reality scene with a tool called ARToolKit by using the proposed method.
Method Performanc
Depth of Field Rendering based on the Improved Gaussian Blurring in Augmented Reality System Sheng Xu, Yimin Chen, Deyi Ma, Chen Huang, Renmiao Lu As shown in Fig.7 , we implemented the DOF effect in AR in different perspectives. The focus plane is at the green teapot, which make the DOF effect from front to back. Totally, it simulates the DOF effect in AR, and the effect is close to the real background.
Conclusions and future work
This paper has introduced an advanced method based on Gaussian blur for depth-of-field effect simulation. It provides the depth comparison in sampling to solve the intensity leakage problem. In terms of the image quality of DOF effect simulation, we present the advanced circular sampling and multi-level Gaussian blur method.
Besides, we also implement the proposed method in the AR experiment. From that, the method can generate the effect without intensity leakage, and make the effect more real and closer to the real vision. The result indicates that the proposed method has feasibility and commonality, which can be used in the augmented reality effectively.
The proposed method is designed for the pixels one by one independently. Even so, we have not implemented the method in the parallel computing. Next, we will verify the real time in the AR system with GPU technology.
